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           Millions of tons of debris floating adrift in the North Pacific  
A flock of plastic objects wandering aimlessly between the State of  

California and Japan will be considered by a group of scientists and 
environmentalists.  

             A team Kaisei Project will be launched into the waters in 
these days to study what some have been called "the big soup" 

plastic.  
             Pieces of bottles, plastic bags, syringes and a multitude of 

objects that material-which is not biodegradable are adrift in the 
North Pacific, between the State of California and Japan, forming 

what some have dubbed "an island of garbage."  
             In order to study the composition of this "soup" plastic and 

its effect on marine life and food chain, a Kaisei project team will 

depart for the area in the early days of this month.  
             "We'll have to use different technologies depending on the 

volume of waste per square kilometer. We also have different sizes of 
networks, "said BBC World to the project leader, Doug Woodring.  

              The surprising "stain" of waste, which is twice the surface  
Texas, also consists of millions of microscopic particles-some  the 

thickness of a grain of sand that make it almost impossible to locate 
by  radar and satellite technology.  

              The idea of scientists is trying to transform this waste into 
diesel  factual impossibility to bring it back to earth. "In this issue we 

are not trying, we do not have enough boats. The idea is to first 
analyze what it is and then then we can discuss the best way to deal 

with it, "Woodring said.  
            "The main problem, he added, is that it is in international 

waters. No one goes there, not part of the main trade routes, is not 

under any jurisdiction and the public does not know of its existence. "  
             The large patch of garbage was discovered more than a 

decade by the Oceanographer Charles Moore, who went into this 
unusual route and ran into the surprise of meet the unusual marine 

cargo.  



             The expedition will leave for these days will be in charge of 

two ships "Kaisei" and "New Horizon". The organizers, who plan to 
return in early next, they reported that the shares may be followed 

by the public through Internet. 


